Metatronic Deepening Day USA
21st February 2021
10am to 6pm USA EST 7am to 3pm PST
3pm UK GMT to 11pm
with Clare Glennon & Richard Farmer

Online with Zoom

The Invitation
As a Metatronic Student you are invited to this Deepening Day. This
day has evolved out of the days Richard has been offering the Bristol
students into one that is now a biannual opportunity to taste new
Transmissions and Attunements, practice together and be healed
inspired and deepened in your Metatronic Path.

Where
The Day will be online via the Zoom App
allowing you to have your Metatronic input in
the heart of your home. You just need to
ensure that you can create some space and
time from the daily family routine.

What will we do?
Our intention is to now bring Attunements and Transmissions for your
Health and Wellbeing which Metatron has been developing in the
recent past. These we will offer “in sequence” and will not be
repeated for some while, so this is your opportunity to be at the start
of it.
We will also update you on any new insights and developments in
Metatronic Life & Healing, including taking you through the new
Metatronic Vaccine Support for all that we have given to students.
There will also be the opportunity to have a healing from us and if we
have time to give each other a healing. And of course the opportunity
to share and ask questions.
Part of the Wellbeing Transmissions on
this day will be the sacred geometry of
the Vitamins and this time it will be
Vitamin D, which will sit in your system

and resonate and supporting the Vitamin D
that you already have, this will improve your
immune system as well as your bones and
lung health amongst other things.
In addition, there will be the essence of
“Olive Extract” this helps with similar
benefits but in addition good for weight
balance, helps eliminate free radicals, and lowers blood pressure.

To book
The cost for the day is £45 (£30 reduced), the important thing is that
you come, so if finances are in your way do let me know and we can
make it possible perhaps with something as simple as a donation
option. . I would appreciate booking as soon as you can. I hope you
say YES
•

Paypal: Follow the link: paypal.me/clareglennon or via Clare’s email
address clare@metatronic-life.com

•
•

BACS: Ms CL Glennon, Sort Code: 08 – 93 – 00 Account
Number: 78451995
Using the reference LAST NAME/D21

